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Abstract

Recently, serious failures of complex IT systems are becoming social problems. Assurance cases
are attracted as a technique to assure the dependability of critical systems. To describe an assurance
case, d* framework is proposed. The d* framework is an extended assurance case notation based on
the network of dependable actors. In this paper, d* framework creation procedure that creates the
assurance case from the collaboration diagram is proposed. Moreover, the case study is performed to
evaluate the proposed procedure.
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1 Introduction

Recently, serious failures of complex IT systems are becoming social problems. A failure of critical
system raises a significant loss. Therefore, assurance of dependability of such critical systems is an
important challenge. But, it is not an easy task. Especially, it is difficult to integrate different but related
technologies without collaboration method for IT convergence. It is necessary to inter-connect many
related systems to realize IT convergence. In such a situation, assurance cases are attracted as a technique
to assure the dependability of critical systems. Assurance cases describe argument of dependability. GSN
(Goal Structuring Notation) [18] is proposed as a graphical notation of assurance cases. D* framework
is also proposed to extend assurance case [28] [26]. In this paper, d* framework creation procedure
that creates assurance cases from collaboration diagrams is proposed and a case study is performed to
evaluate the proposed procedure.

Section 2 describe related works. Section 3 defines the d* framework. In section 4, the d* framework
creation procedure is proposed. In section 5, the case study is described to show the application process
of d* framework. Discussions and conclusions are described in section 6 and section 7 respectively.

2 Related work

Recently, many researches related to the assurance case are performed. The assurance case is a document
that describes the argument of system dependability. Such a document is needed for critical systems that
require high assurance of dependability. Dependability is defined as an integrated concept including
availability, reliability, safety, integrity, and maintainability [30] [8].

Safety case is proposed as the document that describes the argument of system safety [18]. Gener-
ally, safety case is described as a structured diagram. There are some notations for a safety case. GSN
(Goal Structuring Notation) [18] [19] [3] [17], and CAE (Claim, Argument Evidence) [2] are proposed
as graphical notation to describe a safety case. In GSN, the safety case is described by four types of node
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and two types of relationship. Node types are goal, strategy, evidence, and context (there are assumption
and justification as sub classes of context). Relationship types are “supported by” and “in context of”.
Recently, target of assurance case are extended to dependability [12]. An assurance case for dependabil-
ity may be called as dependability case. There are several terms such as safety case, certification report,
security case, or dependability case; we collectively call them assurance cases [27]. There are several
definitions for assurance cases. One definition of them is given as follows [7]

A documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and valid argument that a system is ade-
quately dependable for a given application in a given environment.

There are many researches related to assurance case. In [23], patterns of assurance case are researched.
Some pattern examples are available in [1] [20]). There are also researches related to module of assur-
ance case [9] [21] [13] [22] and formal check of assurance case [24]. By using module of assurance case,
there are some merit as follows. That is, a large assurance case can be described and managed by module
structure. In addition, reuse of modules is also possible. The d* framework that is used in this research
uses module. In the d* framework, an actor is introduced to the assurance case and it is described by a
module.

Creation process of assurance case is also researched. In [18] [19], six step to create assurance case
(safety case) is proposed based on GSN. This step is shown as follows. (1) identify goals to be supported;
(2) define bases on which goals are stated; (3) identify a strategy to support goal; (4) define bases on
which the strategy is stated; (5) elaborate the strategy (and therefore proceed to identify new goals -
i.e., go back to (1);and (6) identify a basic solution. Other assurance case creation methods are also
proposed. In [14], deviation analysis is used to create an assurance case. In [21], scenario based method
is proposed. In terms of the development process for a system that it comprises multiple systems (i.e.,
a system of systems), a technique involving system analysis, goal elicitation, identification of candidate
design alternatives, and resolution of conflicts has been proposed for the creation of assurance cases in a
structured manner [15]. Meanwhile, methods for the decomposition of arguments in the assurance cases
are categorized. [11]. Yamamoto evaluate the effectiveness of argument patterns of assurance case [29].
Graydon proposed assurance based development approach to constructing critical systems [16].

2.1 D-Case Editor

D-Case Editor [25], [5] was developed as a tool for creating D-Case [10] in the DEOS project [6]. DEOS
project is a Japanese national research project funded by Japan Science and Technology Agency. The
D-Case Editor operates as a plug-in of Eclipse [4]. D-Case is an extended method of GSN. D-Case has
a monitoring node that is sub class of evidence. Using monitoring node, real time monitoring at the time
of system operation can be performed. D-Case can also use module notation of assurance case. D-Case
Editor also can represent the d* framework. D-Case Editor is used in this research. A screen shot of
D-Case editor is shown in Fig. 1.

3 D* framework

The d* framework is proposed as an assurance case notation [28] [26]. It extends the GSN. In d* frame-
work, actor concept is introduced into assurance case. 5 node types (actor, goal, strategy, context, and
evidence) are defined as elements of d* framework. And, 4 relationship types (“supported by”, “in con-
text of”, “depend on”, and “belong to”) are defined between nodes. Actor node is a new element of
assurance case. Previous notations such as GSN do not have it. Person, organization, system, subsystem,
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Figure 1: A screen shot of D-Case editor.

and component etc. can be defined as an actor. By introducing actor into the assurance case, the depend-
ability argument in the actor and the dependability argument between actors can be separated. There are
two types of d* framework. They are shown as below.

1. The whole d* framework that describes responsibility relationships that an actor depends on other
actors. (Inter actor d* framework)

2. The individual d* framework that describes that each actor is dependable. (Intra actor d* frame-
work)

3.1 Notation

The d* framework has a graphical notation that consist of 5 element types. These element types are
described using defined characteristic shapes in d* framework. These shapes are shown in Fig. 2 (a).
Each element type is described below:

• Actor is an element type that constitutes a system. It has dependability attributes, such as goals,
strategies, evidences, and context.

• Goal is an element type that a system should satisfy. It may be decomposed into sub goals or sub
strategies.

• Strategy describes argument strategy. That is it describes why element is decomposed into sub
elements. Goal or strategy can be the subject of decomposition and may be decomposed into sub
goals or sub strategies.

• Evidence is an element type. It assures that the supporting goal is satisfied. It is shown in various
ways (e.g., specifications, test reports, procedure manuals).

• Context is the external information that is required for goals and strategies. For example, list of
subject equipment may be considered as context of goal.
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In d* framework, these elements are related each other. 4 relationship types are defined to relate
these elements. These are described Fig. 2 (b) and are explained below:

• “Supported by” relationship describes that an upper element is supported by one or more lower
elements. Goal and strategy can be upper elements and goal, strategy, and evidence can be lower
elements.

• “In context of” relationship describes addition of context to goal and strategy.

• “Depend on” relationship describes that one actor depends on another actor.

• “Belong to” relationship describes that goal, strategy, context, and evidences belong to an actor.

Figure 2: (a) elements of d* framework; (b) relationships of d* framework.

3.2 Meta model

In Fig. 3, Meta model of d* framework is shown. Element of d* framework, and their relationships are
described in this model. In this Meta model, “argumentElement” is defined as a super class of “goal”,
“strategy”, “evidence”, and “context”. “ArgumentElement” is used to describe argument of dependability
in d* framework. “ArgumentElement” belongs to actor. Moreover, “argumentElement” is supported by
other “argumentElement”. And, “argumentElement” is in context of other “argumentElement”. “Depend
on” relationship is defined between “actors”. “Actor” may be a depender and dependee. “ArgumentEle-
ment” also belongs to “depend on” relationship.

4 D* framework creation procedure

In this paper, a d* framework creation procedure is proposed. The d* framework is created from collab-
oration diagram in this procedure. It is consisted of 3 steps. They are shown below.

• Step 1 : Actor definition
Actors of the target d* framework case are identified from objects in the corresponding collabora-
tion diagram.
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Figure 3: Meta model of d* framework.

• Step 2 : Inter dependency argument definition
Dependability arguments between actors in the target d* framework are defined as follows. The
corresponding message relationship in the collaboration diagram is determined for using to define
dependability arguments between actors. The following two types of arguments are defined.

– Argument type1
Messages in the message relationship shall correctly be transmitted between actors. For this
type of argument, the claim that message is correctly transmitted is defined between actors.

– Argument type2
Message orderings between message relationships shall correctly be managed between ac-
tors. For this type of argument, the claim that message ordering is correctly managed between
messages is defined internally for the corresponding actors.

• Step 3 : Intra actor dependability argument definition
Dependability arguments of an actor in the d* framework case are defined as follows. First, the
corresponding object in the source collaboration diagram is determined for the actor in consider-
ation. The message relationships of the object are used to define intra dependability arguments of
the target actor. The following two types of arguments are defined as the internal arguments of the
target actor.

– Argument type1
The ordering of the transmitted messages to the object shall correctly be managed in the
object. For this type of argument, the claim that message ordering is correctly managed
between transmitted messages is defined internally for the corresponding actor.

– Argument type2
Messages parameters in the transmitted messages shall also correctly be managed in actors.
For this type of argument, the claim that every message parameters are correctly managed is
defined for the corresponding actors.
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5 Case study

5.1 Collaboration diagram of the target system

The target system for case study is an “AP Download system”. Using this system, user can select the
application (AP) and download it from the system to his/her IC Card. The collaboration diagram of
target system is shown in Fig. 4. In this diagram, 6 objects and 13 message relationships between them
are represented. Each message may have parameters. In the figure, parameter is described in parentheses
of the corresponding message. This is an input information to the proposed procedure in this case study.

Figure 4: Collaboration diagram of AP download system.

5.2 Creation process of the d* framework

In the case study, the d* framework creation experiment is performed. The result of experiment for each
step in proposed procedure is shown as below.

• Step 1
In this step, 6 objects are defined as actor by using the collaboration diagram. The defined 6 actors
are “Issuer of cards”, “Service provider”, “AP download window”, “AP download management”,
“User”, and “Memory of Card”.

• Step 2
In this step, an inter actor d* framework is created and 15 dependability goals are defined between
actors. For example, in the collaboration diagram, “Issuer of cards” send message (“Send per-
mission of download (AP, user)”) to “Service provider”. Therefore, it is considered that “Service
provider” depend on “Issuer of card”. The goal is (“Permission of download is sent correctly”).
Created d* framework is shown in Fig. 5.

• Step 3
In this step, intra actor d* framework are created and dependability argument of each actor is
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Figure 5: Inter actor d* framework that is created in Step 2.

described in them. 6 d* frameworks are created. Here, 2 d* frameworks are shown as example. The
d* framework of “Issuer of cards” is shown in Fig. 6. The d* framework of “Service provider” is
shown in Fig. 7. In this step, dependability goals are described in each d* frameworks. For example
in the collaboration diagram, “Issuer of cards” send message (“Send permission of download (AP,
user)”) to “Service provider”. Therefore, the goal (“Parameters of “Issuer of card” is dependability
managed”) is described in the d* framework of “Issuer of card” (Fig. 6). This goal is decomposed
to two goals through the strategy. These two goals are ”Information of AP that is permitted to
download is managed” and ”Information of user who is permitted to download is managed”.

Figure 6: Intra actor d* framework of “Issuer of cards”. This is created in Step 3.
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Figure 7: Intra actor d* framework of “Service provider”. This is created in Step 3.

5.3 Result of the case study

Numbers of elements of collaboration diagram that is used to create d* framework are shown in Table. 1.
And, numbers of elements of created d* framework are shown in Table. 2.

Table 1: Number of elements of collaboration diagram.

Object Message relationship
6 13

Table 2: Number of elements of created d* framework.

D* framework Actor Goal Strategy Context
Inter actor d* framework 6 15 4 0
Issuer of cards - 4 1 1
Service provider - 10 2 2
AP download window - 6 2 2
AP download management - 9 2 2
User - 3 1 1
Memory of Card - 3 1 1

6 Discussions

6.1 Inter relationship between collaboration diagram and d* framework

When creating d* framework, it is convenient if there is information that can be used. In this research, it
is confirmed that collaboration diagram is useful to create a d* framework. Relationships are as follows.
1) Actors of a d* framework can be defined by using objects of a collaboration diagram. 2) The depend-
ability arguments can be considered by using message relationships of a collaboration diagram. In the
case study, 6 actors are defined in the d* framework from 6 objects in the collaboration diagram directly
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(Step 1). Moreover, 15 dependability goals between actors are defined by using message relationships
in the collaboration diagram (Step 2) and 35 dependability goals of actors are defined by using message
relationships in the collaboration diagram (Step 3). In this definition, 13 message relationships in collab-
oration diagram are used. Thus, a collaboration diagram is useful, when d* framework is described.

6.2 Goal Definition in d* framework

In the proposed procedure, goals of d* framework are defined by message relationships of collaboration
diagrams. There are 3 types of goal definitions. These types are derived by “message”, “message order-
ing” and “message parameters” of the message relationships of the collaboration diagrams. These goal
types are discussed below.

6.2.1 Message assuredness

Message relationships are defined between objects in collaboration diagrams. The message relationship
indicates the existence of the message flow between objects. As for the d* framework argument, it should
be assured that messages on the message relationship are sent correctly between objects. Therefore, goals
to assure the correctness of messages shall be defined in d* frameworks based on collaboration diagrams.

In the case study, these goals are defined between actors. These actors are extracted from objects of
collaboration diagrams. For example, goal (“AP list is presented correctly”) is defined between “User”
and “AP download window” (Fig. 5). This goal is extracted from the message relationship (“2. Select
the AP”) of the example collaboration diagram.

6.2.2 Message ordering assuredness

In the collaboration diagram, the message ordering between message relationships is defined. Therefore,
goals to assure the message ordering are defined for the d* frameworks based on collaboration diagrams.
The goals for message ordering shall be defined as the inter-actor goal and intra-actor goal. The inter-
actor goal is defined between two actors. These actors exchange the corresponding message. The intra-
actor goal is define in each actors that are inter related by the corresponding message. The order of
messages is assured between the two actors is described as for the inter-actor goal. The order of messages
for the specific actor is assured as for the intra-actor goal.

In the case study, these two types of goals are defined by using objects of the collaboration dia-
gram. For example, goal (““Require download permission (AP, user)” is performed before “Send receipt
(receipt)””) is defined between “Issuer of card” and “Service provider ” (Fig. 5). This is an example
of inter-actor goal. The goal (““Require download permission (AP, user)” is performed before “Send
permission of download (AP, user)””) is defined in “Service provider” (Fig. 7). This is an example of
intra-actor goal.

6.2.3 Message parameter assuredness

Messages can have parameters in collaboration diagrams. D* frameworks for collaboration diagrams
should have argument to assure that message parameters are managed correctly. Therefore, goals to
assure the correct management of message parameters should be defined in d* frameworks.

In the case study, these goals are defined in actors. Parameters are input-output data of an actor.
Therefore, these parameters should be managed correctly by a corresponding actor. For example, goal
(“Information of AP that is permitted to download is managed.”) is defined in “Issuer of card” (Fig. 6).
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6.3 Limitation of experiments

Scale of case study was small. And, one researcher created the d* framework in the case study. Real
developers did not create it. Therefore, the case study situation is different from concrete situation.
Moreover, validity of the d* framework is not clear.

7 Conclusion

Assurance cases are attracted as a technique to assure the dependability of critical systems. The d*
framework is proposed to describe assurance cases. In this paper, the d* framework creation procedure
is proposed. The proposed procedure consists of 3 steps and a collaboration diagram is used to create
d* framework. Moreover, the case study is performed to evaluate the proposed procedure. The d*
framework of “AP download system” was created from the collaboration diagram in the case study.
Experimental case study shows that d* framework can be easily developed by collaboration diagrams.
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